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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores the commonly cautioned futility of attempting to compress encrypted data by investigating the level of randomness present in such data. The 

term "randomness" in this context refers to the extent to which data can be compressed effectively. The objective is to demonstrate that encrypted data exhibits 

statistical randomness, at least within the specified compression margins. Additionally, the paper examines the limitations of dictionary compression in this scenario. 

The argument is extended to propose a paradigm shift in perceiving encrypted data as pseudo-random, providing the rationale behind this perspective. In conclusion, 

a new compressor model is suggested, equipped with the insights gained from this study. 

1. Introduction 

In today’s digital era, where information flows through digital channels, ensuring data security is of utmost importance. Cryptographic techniques have 

evolved from being specialized methods to becoming the standard for securing information transmitted across vast digital networks. However, as 

encryption becomes the norm, there’s a growing need to optimize data transmission by reducing the volume of encrypted data sent over the network. 

Data compression emerges as a promising solution, aiming to streamline information transmission while maintaining its integrity. 

Data compression involves the clever transformation of binary streams, usually represented as ASCII or similar formats, into more condensed forms 

without sacrificing information integrity. However, a major hurdle arises: encrypted data, by its very nature, is resistant to efficient compression due to 

its inherent randomness. This concept arises from the fundamental principle that randomness enhances the resilience of data against cracking attempts, 

serving as the foundation of modern cryptography algorithms[5].Keeping the above principle in mind, this paper attempts to measure the randomness 

that is claimed to be present in such data, and further analyse the trends observed and investigate its implications in data compression. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Compression Margin 

This passage introduces a new measure for evaluating text compression effectiveness: the compression margin ( ). This metric differs from the 

traditional compression ratio ( ), defined as the size reduction between uncompressed and compressed data streams. While  reflects the achieved 

size reduction, the proposed  establishes a minimum compression threshold for deeming compressed data "adequately compressed." 

Formally,  is defined as:  

=  

Higher  values indicate greater size reduction, suggesting more efficient compression. In this context, surpassing the established  signifies 

achievement of adequate compression. Consequently,  serves as a benchmark for algorithm performance in minimizing file sizes. 

The paper exclusively investigates lossless text compression algorithms. To establish a meaningful reference point for the compression margin ( ), 

a comparative analysis of various compression algorithm classes is taken, as outlined in [1]. This analysis yields an average compression ratio ( ) of 

67.1195%. Consequently, for simplicity and clarity,  is subsequently defined as 67%. 
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This metric complements the traditional  by establishing a benchmark for assessing compressed text streams based on efficiency and conformity to 
industry standards set by earlier studies. 

2.2    Statistical Randomness 

Defining Randomness: 

This section establishes a precise understanding of "randomness" within the context of encrypted data. Probability theory defines randomness as a state 

where every possible selection of elements from a set has an equal probability of occurring. This aligns with the principle of uniformity in probability 

[8], stating that without new information, no specific subset holds an advantage. In essence, randomness implies the absence of bias towards any particular 

outcome during selection, independent of long-term frequencies or subjective interpretations.  

Data Generation and Encryption Process: 

To analyze the innate properties of the encryption process, this study employs the Python module "faker" to generate realistic test data with diverse 

attributes. This tool facilitates the creation of realistic data points like name, address, email, account number, transaction ID, product code, clause, 

IP address, device ID, and system log. Notably, this approach avoids introducing bias stemming from specific plain-text content, ensuring the focus 

solely remains on studying the encryption process itself [7].  

 

Factors Affecting Output Variations: 

Output variations in the encryption process originate from two primary factors: changes in encryption methods and alterations in the plain-text. Unlike 

the encryption key, the plain-text does not directly influence the core encryption process. Consequently, it is kept constant to isolate and analyse the 

specific characteristics and effects of the encryption process itself. 

Encryption Algorithm Details: 

The data undergoes a two-step encryption process, utilizing both the RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) 

algorithms [9]. RSA, an asymmetric encryption method, generates a public key for encryption and a private key for decryption. The public key is shared, 

while the private key remains confidential, ensuring secure communication. AES, a symmetric encryption method, serves as the data encryption layer. 

Initially, an RSA key pair is generated, along with an AES key. This AES key is subsequently secured by encrypting it with the RSA public key using 

the PKCS1_OAEP padding. Finally, the encrypted AES key is used to encrypt the data using the AES algorithm. As a further step, the binary output of 

the encryption in converted to human-readable format using the base85 encoding scheme [13]. 

 

Hybrid Encryption Algorithm with Iterative Testing: 
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This study employs a hybrid encryption approach combining RSA and AES algorithms. The process iterates 1,000 times, generating 1,000 distinct 

encryption keys for each of the 10 chosen attributes. This approach allows for analysing variations induced by encryption across numerous key 

generations. The focus is to examine how plain-text character count influences relative entropy. The entire procedure is repeated 3 times (per attribute), 

resulting in 30,000 data points. It is noteworthy that as character count increases, the text’s uniformity progressively decreases with each iteration 

 
 

 

Simulating Uniformity and Computing Entropy: 

The entropy of a collection of unique characters is computed in order to model a uniform probability distribution. [12]. This signifies a scenario where 

all unique characters have equal occurrence probability. As established by Shannon’s theorem, the number of bits necessary to represent information 

hinges on the encoded data. 

Shannon’s entropy is given as: 

 

where 

 is the entropy of the random variable X.  

  is the probability of the i-th outcome [10].  

Specifically, Shannon’s entropy serves as a quantitative measure of uncertainty or randomness within a given probability distribution. For a uniform 

distribution, the entropy attains its maximum value. 

Evaluating Randomness through Relative Entropy: 

The study assesses the randomness and unpredictability of encrypted data using relative entropy. Information theory defines entropy as a metric for 

quantifying a data stream’s unpredictability. 

Relative entropy, also known as Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, measures the excess of cross-entropy over true entropy [3]. Cross-entropy, utilized 

in information theory and statistics, measures the disparity between two probability distributions. 
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When the predicted distribution (q) aligns with the true distribution (p), the cross-entropy equals the entropy. Conversely, if q diverges from p, the cross-

entropy differs from the entropy [4]. 

 
This test aims to discern the information content and complexity of the encrypted data by calculating entropy differences between the encrypted string 
and a uniform distribution encompassing all unique characters. If the encrypted message’s entropy approaches the maximum entropy of unique characters, 

it suggests a high degree of unpredictability resembling pseudo-randomness throughout encryption. Conversely, a significant increase in relative entropy 

implies that the encrypted data exhibits structure and reduced randomness. 

Results 

Once all the data has been collected, analysing it: 
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Table 1 summarizes the trends observed in relative entropy across various attributes over three sets of 1000 iterations. The attributes chosen are commonly 

encountered in information security and cryptography. 

The analysis reveals several key findings: 

• Consistent Mean Entropy: The mean entropy of encrypted strings and simulated uniform distributions remains consistent across attributes 

within each iteration set, suggesting uniform entropy levels. 

• Stable Mean Relative Entropy: Mean relative entropy values exhibit stability across iteration sets for most attributes, indicating consistent 

divergence between encrypted strings and uniform distributions. This stability highlights the reliability and reproducibility of the measurements. The 

mean across all  is 0.13, which is the same as the median 0.13, and close by to the mode 0.10. 

• Uniform Standard Deviation of Relative Entropy: The standard deviation of relative entropy shows consistent values across iteration sets 

for each attribute, reflecting the inherent variability in divergence between distributions across iterations. The relatively small value of 0.03, shows a 

modest 15-30% deviation from the mean.  

In conclusion, the table offers valuable insights into the behaviour of relative entropy metrics across various attributes and iteration sets. These findings 

provide implications for understanding the distributional characteristics and patterns within encrypted data samples. 

Looking further upon the distributions themselves,  

 

Figure 1 depicts the frequency distribution of entropy values associated with a generated name. The relative entropy histogram reveals a striking surge 

in frequency within the 0.10 - 0.105 range, approximately 40% of all total observations. 
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Figures 2 and 3, similar to Figure 1 exhibit histograms with pronounced dominant peak(s). This consistent presence of dominant peak(s) across multiple 

iterations and figures suggests a predominant distribution pattern of characters within the generated names. Such characteristics are observed across 

all graphs, which are left out for the sake of brevity. 

3. Discussion 

3.1 Dictionary Compression 

Encrypted data, as established above, exhibits statistical randomness, resulting in minimal inherent redundancy. This poses a significant challenge for 

further compression using dictionary-based methods, raising a crucial question: despite the demonstrably high redundancy within the original plain-text, 

why does dictionary compression fail to achieve significant compression ratios for encrypted data? 

The answer lies in the very principle of non-determinism, a cornerstone of robust encryption. This principle ensures that identical plain-text characters 

encrypted with the same key produce distinct cipher-texts. This seemingly paradoxical behaviour arises from the deliberate incorporation of cryptographic 
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randomness within the encryption process. While some algorithms might appear deterministic on the surface, this randomness injects an element of 

unpredictability, guaranteeing that even identical inputs (both plain-text and key) produce disparate and unpredictable outputs (cipher-text) [11]. 

3.2   Pseudo-randomness 

An occurrence may seem random if there’s inadequate data or processing power to make predictions about it. An event’s degree of randomness is relative 

to the information and computing resources at our disposal. This is where the idea of pseudo-randomness comes in. Pseudo-randomness refers to the 

property of something appearing random, but being generated by a deterministic process. In other words, it is not truly random but behaves as if it were[6] 

An effective encryption algorithm generates an encryption key that produces a pseudo-random sequence with finite randomness, derived from its own 

seed and a deterministic process. The output of the process should look completely random to the observer. In other words, the encrypted result ought to 

be indistinguishable from a truly random sequence of identical length. 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the patterns found in the data analysis, it is evident that encrypted data exhibits discernible patterns of statistical randomness, which influences 

the compressibility of the data. It suggests that, even though encryption makes the data unreadable in the absence of right decryption algorithm, it doesn’t 

remove the structure of the data or the predictability of characters in the data. The analysis shows the presence of statistical unpredictability within 

encrypted data. This poses a challenge for compression algorithms, which strive to identify patterns within it. Since encryption obscures these patterns, 

applying these patterns directly to encrypted data often leads to minimal compression ratios.  

Analysing the existing compression techniques, in particular dictionary compression, the paper concludes that encrypted data should be viewed as 

pseudorandom rather than considering it as completely patternless. Expanding on these observations, a new compressor model is proposed that is designed 

to effectively compress encrypted data considering its inherent randomness. The compressor recognises the intrinsic entropy within the encrypted data 

which may not be visible apparently.  

An adaptive modelling method, coupled with a modified arithmetic encoder, produces compressed and encrypted output using a key. [2] The modified 

arithmetic decoder deciphers data similar to the encoder model, utilizing the encoded data and the key. This model presents a substantial model, unique 

by its structural flexibility. The research provides a practical way to introduce variability and unpredictability into the model’s structure allowing it for 

compression while preserving statistical harmony to the fullest extent possible. The proposed encoder provides compression of between 67.5% and 70.5% 

for standard text files, with encryption reducing zeroth-order compression by roughly 6%. The model aims to achieve efficient compression while 

maintaining the security of the encrypted data and helps in quantifying the level of randomness, examining the statistical randomness and developing 

compression algorithms specially for the encrypted data.  

Integrating compression and encryption together in a synergistic manner, it enhances the security of the data and also improves the data management and 

transmission efficiency. By optimizing the performances of existing compression algorithms for encrypted datasets, the research brings up methods for 

secure data storage and transmission. 
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